The aim of the research is to determine the perceptions of the preservice science teachers about the photosynthesis and to reveal the relation between these perceptions and the misconceptions of the existing concepts. In the research, field scanning method was used as a descriptive research method. The sample of the research is composed of 355 preservice science teachers trained in different universities. For the selection of the sample, purposeful sample selection was used and attention was paid to the fact that the preservice science teachers had taken the General Biology-I and General Biology-II courses at the undergraduate level in the determination of the class level to be included in the study. The "Photosynthesis Concept Achievement Test" (PCAT) developed by the researcher and composed of 4 questions was used as a data collection tool. Quantitative data obtained from the study were analyzed using SPSS.20 package program while content analysis was performed in the analysis of qualitative data. As a result of the research, it was determined that the preservice science teachers' perceptions of photosynthesis were in the direction of chemical and biological approaches and that the teacher candidates preferred the chemical approach rather than the biological approach. However, preservice science teachers who prefer the chemical approach have reached the conclusion that they are in much more misconception than the biologically approaching teacher candidates..
Introduction
Science is a discipline that is conceptually predominant in nature and abstract concepts are used extensively. For this reason, there are many problems in learning some basic concepts in a meaningful and lasting way in the field of science. While teachers and textbooks are shown as reasons for this situation, preliminary knowledge that individuals had based on their experiences is also shown as one of the reasons of these misconceptions (Kose, Ayas, Costu & Karamustafaoglu, 2004; Lloyd, 1990) . According to Ebenezer and Fraser (2001) , the relationship between preliminary knowledge acquired and newly learned situations gains a mental depth over time and causes change-resistant concepts to emerge. This situation, which is defined as misconception or alternative concept, is frequently encountered in the field of science. Students may have different experiences, thoughts and beliefs about concepts related to science in their environment and may start their education with the acquisitions they have. The information that students obtain on their own experiences can often lead to the creation of misconceptions that are far from scientific. In other words, it can be said that "misconceptions are concepts that students have developed as alternatives to scientifically accepted concepts" (Cordova, Sinatra, Jones, Taasoobshirazi & Lombardi, 2014) . It is expressed by many researches that some concepts in the field of science are learned meaningfully and permanently, and the concept which is not fully understood by the learners and students fall into misconception (Ahopelto, Mikkilä-Erdmann, Anto & Penttinen, 2011; Bacanak, Kucuk & Cepni, 2004; Duit & Treagust, 2003; Gunes, Dilek, Hoplan & Gunes, 2012; Sasmaz Oren, Karatekin, Erdem & Ormanci, 2012) . It is stated that students have misconceptions depending on the reasons such as lack of preliminary knowledge, lack of experiment for concretization, teachers' presentation style, previous experience and thoughts of students, wrong relationship between textbooks and concepts (Sodervik, Mikkilä -Erdmann & Vilppu, 2014) .
When studies in the field of biology are examined, it is known that there are difficulties in teaching many biology concepts such as respiration (Akpinar, 2007) , photosynthesis (Akcay, 2017) , osmosis and diffusion (Odom & Barrow, 1995) , protein synthesis, cell (Urey & Calik, 2008) , inheritance (Lewis &Katman, 2004) , ecology (Cordero, 2001) , mitosis and meiosis (Atilboz, 2004) and that students are dragged into the misconceptions during teaching of these concepts. One of the concept that is very important in terms of biology teaching, which is hard to cover and students can be dragged into misconception at any moment is the concept of photosynthesis. Photosynthesis is a biochemical process that directly or indirectly affects many living things. Information about photosynthesis is important in order to correctly understand the functioning of the ecosystem and the interaction of living and non-living things with each other. Learning about photosynthesis will contribute to students' understanding of other issues such as environmental problems, environmental conditions, greenhouse gases, climate change, carbon footprint, forest protection. At the same time, this makes photosynthesis a key concept in terms of being a conscious citizen for a sustainable environment (Saka, 2016) . Although from primary education to higher education, the chapter photosynthesis was thought in all levels. Many studies have shown that students come up with alternative concepts that are conflicting or incongruent with the classroom environment scientifically. It has been determined that students who are interested in the concept of "photosynthesis" which is important in the understanding of matter and energy cycles in the nature, have many misconceptions (Akcay, 2017; Canal, 1999; Crane &Winterbottom, 2008; Domingos-Grilo, Reis-Grilo, Ruiz & Mellado, 2012; Eisen & Stavy, 1988; Kose, et al., 2004; Marmaroti & Galanopoulou, 2006; Metioui, Matoussi & Trudel, 2016; SkribeDimec & Strgar, 2017; Svandova, 2014) . These misleading situations lead to misconfiguration of the energymatter, plant-animal and nutrient-nutrition relations in the ecosystem. A meaningful learning of the concept of photosynthesis will facilitate understanding of many other biology concepts along with matter and energy cycles.
When studies on the concept of photosynthesis are examined, it is possible to find comparative studies especially with the concept of respiration (Akpinar, 2007 , Cokadar, 2012 , Keles&Kefeli, 2010 , Svandova, 2014 , Toman, Cimer&Cimer, 2016 Yenilmez & Tekkaya, 2006) . In addition to all these studies, it is also possible to come across studies that specifically focus on the concept of photosynthesis (Efe, Oral, Efe & Sunkur, 2011; Larkin, 2012; Metioui, Matoussi & Trudel, 2015; Usak, Ozden & Eilks, 2011; Sodervik, Virtanen & Mikkila-Erdmann, 2015; SkribeDimec & Strgar, 2017) . In recent years, studies on photosynthesis seem to be focused on the misconceptions that are experienced in the related concept and the strategies, methods, techniques and guide material development studies aimed at eliminating these misconceptions (Atici & Atici, 2012; Bilen&Aydogdu, 2010; Ekici, Ekici & Aydin, 2007; Goff, Reindl, Johnson, McClean, Offerdahl, Schroeder & White, 2017; Saka, 2016; Tas, Cepni & Kaya, 2012; Yenilmez & Tekkaya, 2006; ) . Despite these intensive studies especially at the beginning of 2000s, many studies have been put forward that conceptual misconceptions about photosynthesis have been continued today (Svandova, 2014; Toman, Cimer & Cimer, 2016; Urey, Sahin, Kilinc & Dogan, 2016; Waheed & Lucas, 1992) . When Yip (1998) suggested that "preservice teachers transfer the misconceptions they have to their students when they become teachers" is thought, this creates a vicious cycle and causes misconceptions in every level of education. For this reason, it is important to identify and eliminate the existing misconceptions of preservice teacher who will teach in the future. In order to effectively use strategies, methods, techniques and guidance materials developed at the point of eliminating existing conceptual misconceptions, the researcher needs to know the different ways in which preservice teachers conceptualize the knowledge (Ebenezer & Fraser, 2001; Krall, Lott &Wymer, 2009) . At this point, together with the teaching activities of preservice teachers; preliminary knowledge, attitudes and experiences of mental perception processes related to photosynthesis gain importance. In particular, that pre-service teachers coming to the classroom with wrong pre-misconstructed concepts of pre-service teachers' misconceptions and misconceptions in the classroom environment and their experiences related to these concepts contradict the real situation, leading to the development of negative attitudes and the emergence of different mental perceptions (Akdeniz, Yildiz & Yigit, 2001) . These perceptions related to the related concept gain importance in terms of eliminating the misconceptions or making them more resistant.
It is seen as an important deficiency in the literature that there is no study to reveal the relationship between perceptions and misconceptions, while both mental perception processes for photosynthesis and importance of studies on determination and elimination of misconceptions are emphasized. The relationship between perception processes for concept of photosynthesis and misconceptions is very important in order to remove the present misleading situation.
The aim of the research in this context is to determine the misconceptions of science teachers' perceptions of photosynthesis and to reveal the relationship between these perceptions and misconceptions. Within the scope of this aim, the following questions were sought:
1. How does the preservice science teacher perceive the concept of "photosynthesis"? 2. What is the relationship between the perceptions of preservice science teachers' between photosynthesis and the misconceptions?
Methodology

Research Model
In the study survey model is used, which is one of the descriptive research methods to study phenomena and events in natural conditions. The survey model is a survey of the entire universe or a group of samples taken from it to reach a general conclusion about the universe (Cepni, 2012) . In the survey model, the questions of what current situation of the incident or problem is and where we are sought (Buyukozturk, 2011) . With the study, the answer was sought to the questions of "what are the perceptions of preservice teachers about photosynthesis?" and "what are these perceptions related to the misconceptions about photosynthesis"? The use of survey method match with the number and width of the sample, it does not match with the effort of revealing the mental perceptions of individuals. When the data collection tool of the study is developed, open-ended questions and drawings that can reveal the mental perceptions of the individuals through data collection are taken into account. Thus, the generalization concern of the results obtained from qualitative data was tried to be solved.
Sample:
The sample of the study is composed of preservice science teachers. The study was carried out with preservice science teachers studying in 7 different universities' faculties of education in 2017-2018 academic year in Turkey. Careful attention has been given to the inclusion of universities in research from different geographical regions, taking into consideration the geographical divisions of the universities. Dokuz Eylul University from the Aegean region, Cukurova University from the Mediterranean region, Marmara University from Marmara region, Gazi University from the Central Anatolia region, Trabzon University from the Black Sea region, Ataturk University from the Eastern Anatolia region and Adiyaman University from the South-eastern Anatolia region were included in the study. For the selection of the sample, purposeful sample selection was used and attention was paid to the fact that preservice teachers had taken the General Biology-I and General Biology-II courses at the undergraduate level in the determination of the class level to participate in the study. A total of 355 preservice science teachers participated in the study, including 254 females and 101 males. While the ages of the teacher candidates participating in the study vary between 21 and 26 years, the grade levels are in the 3rd and 4th grades.
Data Collection Tool and Implementation
The "Photosynthesis Concept Achievement Test (PCAT)" developed by the researcher was used as data collection tool in the research. PCAT consists of 4 questions. The first and second questions in PCAT are open-ended questions. In the first question, it was asked from preservice science teachers to define the concept of photosynthesis, and in the second question they were asked to write photosynthesis reaction. The third question is a drawing question, and it is expected that the teacher candidates make a drawing that includes the factors that affect photosynthesis. In the 4th question in PCAT, misconceptions about the concept of photosynthesis are questioned. In this question, 10 concept misconceptions in the literature related to the concept of photosynthesis were presented to preservice teachers and they were asked to certify related expressions as correct or incorrect, and to indicate whether they were sure or unsure.
The questions in the test for the validity and reliability study of PCAT were presented to the views of 3 lecturers specializing in biology education. In addition, the "scoring reliability" (Miles & Huberman, 2002) between the researchers in the evaluation of PCAT was calculated. For this, the correlation values between the two scorers were examined and the values of 0.97 for the first question, 0.94 for the second question, 0.83 for the drawing question and 1.00 for the misconception question were reached. Scoring reliability for the entire test was calculated as 0.94. According to Buyukozturk (2011) , the tests with a reliability coefficient of more than 0.70 seem satisfactory in terms of reliability. In this context, it can be said that PCAT is an applicable measuring tool at the point of determining the perceptions of preservice teachers about photosynthesis and the misconceptions.
In the implementation of PCAT, data collection tool was implemented through representatives in 4 universities, while 3 universities were directly implemented by the researchers. The data collection tool was carried out simultaneously in all universities. Implementations were conducted face to face through representatives and researchers. For the application process of PCAT, 40 minutes was given to the preservice teachers.
Analysis of Data
In the analysis of the quantitative data obtained from the study, SPSS 20 package program was used while content analysis was used in the analysis of qualitative data. In the analysis of the quantitative data obtained from the research, both arithmetic mean and Pearson correlation test were used together with frequency and percentage values. Each of the questions in PCAT was evaluated within itself and 2 different rubrics were used in scoring the questions. While rubric-1 is used to define the concept of photosynthesis (Question 1), to write the photosynthesis reaction (Question 2), and to point out misconceptions about the topic of photosynthesis (Question 4); rubric-2 was used in the scoring of the drawing question (Question 3) used in determining the factors affecting photosynthesis. Rubric-1 is presented in Table  1 . According to Table 1 , 4 points are given in the category of "scientific knowledge" for those who are confident in the answer given correctly, 3 points are given in the category of "chance / lack of confidence" for those who are not sure about the answer given. 2 points are given in the category of "lack of knowledge" to those who are not sure; 1 point is given to the "misconception" category those who give wrong answer although who are sure about the answer.
Drawings are used to present the factors affecting photosynthesis and rubric-2 was used evaluating the drawing question. Rubric-2 used in scoring the drawing question is presented in Table 2 . No place in the drawing 1
According to Table 2 , for each factor affecting photosynthesis, 4 points are given under the category of "interactive and special marked indication" for those who show their interaction with direction and intensity; while 3 points are given under the category of "interactive indication" for those who do not show the direction and intensity of the interaction.
For those who do not show any interaction, 2 points are given in the category of "plain indication"; whereas 1 point is given in the category "no indication" for those who do not draw.
Qualitative data analysis as well as quantitative data analysis has been utilized in the identification, reaction writing and drawing questions of PCAT. Particularly in the identification and reaction writing questions, the student responses evaluated under the "Wrong" category were subjected to content analysis by two different researchers and the mistakes they made in describing the concept of photosynthesis and writing the reaction of photosynthesis were coded by the preservice teachers. In the drawing question, preservice teachers tried to determine which factors affect photosynthesis, and those common to these factors determined by each researcher were added to the code pool. The arithmetic average of the scores obtained from related code, theme or item is calculated by expressing the code, theme or item frequency and percentage values for each question.
Findings / Results
In the framework of the first problem situation of the research, it was tried to determine the perceptions of preservice teachers about the photosynthesis.
Preservice teachers' written statements about the definition of photosynthesis are examined and the findings are presented in Table 3 . 
." (Chemical Definition)
When Table 3 was examined, all preservice teacher participating in the survey tried to define the concept of photosynthesis. According to Table 3 , preservice teachers describe the concept of photosynthesis in three different ways: terminologically, biologically and chemically. A large proportion (80%) of the preservice teachers attempted to explain the concept of photosynthesis by means of chemical description, while 18% of them tried to explain it by biological description and 2% of them by terminological definition.
All of the preservice teacher who make the terminological description correctly define the concept of photosynthesis (x = 4.00).
59% of the preservice teachers who are trying to make biologic definitions correctly define 41%, while 41% misidentify. It was found that 53% of preservice teachers identify at the level of scientific knowledge while 6% of them describe it due to lack of chance or confidence. While 8% of the preservice teachers were found to have lack of knowledge on the biological definition of the concept of photosynthesis, 33% of them were found to have misconceptions. 74% of preservice teacher who have misconceptions or lack of knowledge do not use chlorophyll concept, while 39% do not use sunlight concept. It was also found that 35% of the preservice teachers did not show understanding about reactants and products of photosynthesis and that all of the preservice teachers (100%) did not take into consideration the mineral and inorganic compounds of the plants. The mean score of the preservice teachers who made biologic definitions of photosynthesis was 2.79.
While 44% of the 283 preservice teachers who are trying to make a chemical identification of the photosynthesis reaction make the correct definition, 56% wrongly define it. It was found that 36% of preservice teachers, who define chemical definition, define it at the level of scientific knowledge, and 8% of them define according to lack of chance or confidence. %6 of preservice teacher had a lack of knowledge about chemical definition of the concept of photosynthesis, while 50% had misconceptions. 74% of preservice teachers who have misconceptions or lack of knowledge defines reactants and products of photosynthesis wrongly; whereas 36% of them define photosynthesis reactions reverse. The mean score of the preservice teachers who made chemical definition of photosynthesis was 2.29.
Written expressions of preservice teachers for photosynthesis reaction were examined and the findings are presented in Table 4 . When Table 4 is examined, it is seen that 95% of the preservice teacher participating in the study tried to write the photosynthesis reaction, only 5% did not write any reaction. According to Table 4 , it is seen that the preservice teachers who write the photosynthesis reaction write biological and chemical reactions. Only 17% of the preservice teachers biologically write the photosynthesis reaction, while 78% of them write chemically photosynthesis reactions.
In the writing of the photosynthesis reaction, 70% of the preservice teachers who write the biological reaction write the reaction correctly, and 30% write it wrong. It was found that 63% of the preservice teachers who wrote biochemical reaction correctly at the scientific knowledge level and 7% of them correctly wrote the reaction depending on the lack of chance or confidence. It was found that 10% of the preservice teachers who wrote photosynthesis reaction as biologically had a lack of information, while 20% had misconceptions. It seen that, from preservice teachers with misconceptions or lack of knowledge 61% of them did not indicate chlorophyll pigment, 45% of them did not indicate the sunlight, 78% of them did not write the reaction equally, 67% of them indicated the reaction reverse and 39% of them made mistakes such as wrong writing of reactants and products in photosynthesis reaction. The mean score preservice teachers got from photosynthesis biological reaction was 3.11.
61% of the preservice teachers who prefer the chemical reaction mostly write the reaction correctly, and 39% write it wrong. It was found that 54% of the preservice teachers who wrote chemical reaction wrote reactions at the scientific knowledge level, while 7% of them wrote based on lack of chance or confidence. While 28% of the preservice teachers who indicates photosynthesis reaction as chemical were found to have lack of knowledge, 11% of them had misconceptions. 10% of preservice teacher with misconceptions or lack of knowledge showed photosynthesis reaction as an equilibrium reaction, 64% of them showed direction of the reaction reverse, 68% of them written reactants and products of photosynthesis wrongly and 75% of them did not write the reaction equally. The mean score preservice teachers got from photosynthesis chemical reaction was 2.88.
Drawings of the preservice teacher for the factors affecting photosynthesis were examined and the findings are presented in Table 5 . Table 5 is examined, it is seen that prospective teachers have included environmental and genetic factors that affect the rate of photosynthesis in their drawings. As the environmental factors affecting the rate of photosynthesis, the teacher candidates included factors such as light amount, wavelength of light, amount of carbon dioxide, amount of oxygen, amount of water, temperature and minerals; genetic factors such as the amount of chloroplast / chlorophyll, the number of leaves / width, the number of tri comes, the thickness of cuticle and the number of stoma on the surface. Teacher candidates are mostly focused on environmental factors (98%), oxygen (95%) and carbon dioxide (92%) while genetic factors focus on chloroplast / chlorophyll content (81 hen these factors were examined in terms of the effect on the test score, the amount of oxygen (x 2 88 , the amount of water (x 2 69 , the amount of car on dioxide (x 2 65 , the amount of light (x 2 50 and the amount of chloroplast chlorophyll have been tried to be explained in a much more dominant way.
In the second problem situation of the research, the current situation of the misconceptions that occurred when the teacher candidates have been working up to now have been investigated and the relationship between the perceptions of the teacher candidates and the misconceptions has been tried to be determined. Table 6 presents the current status of the misconceptions that occur when teacher candidates have been working up to now. Table 6 is examined, it is seen that the preservice teacher have some misconceptions about photosynthesis.
Comparing the misconceptions and scientific knowledge ratios of the preservice teachers' answers to the statements given in Table 6 , while it is seen that the scientific knowledge ratios in the 1 st , 2 nd and 5 th items are much more than the misconceptions ratio; it is seen that in the 3 rd , 4 th , 8 th , 9 th and 10 th items misconception rates are much more than the scientific knowledge ratio. In the 6 th and 7 th items, it was determined that scientific knowledge and misconceptions ratios are very close to each other.
Although the scientific knowledge ratios are high in items 1 st , 2 nd and 5 th items, it is seen that preservice teacher have misconceptions in related topics. In item 1 th , 6% of preservice teachers argue that only high structured plants can photosynthesize by ignoring photosynthetic bacteria and algae that are capable of photosynthesis. The mean score of that preservice teachers obtained from the related item was determined as 3.33. In item 2, 18% of preservice teachers suggest that all living things (root, stem, leaf, etc.) in a plant can photosynthesize. The mean score that preservice teachers obtained from the 2 nd item was 2.78. Another misleading situation in 5 th item is the idea that the source of oxygen resulting from photosynthesis is the carbon dioxide molecule. 26% of the preservice teachers have the same idea and mean score that they obtained from the related item is 2.18.
It is seen that there are much more misconceptions in proportion to scientific knowledge in the 3 rd , 4 th , 8 th , 9 th and 10 th items. The concept of "to be nourished" at the end of the relevant statement in the 3 rd item was used as a dilemma and it was tried to question whether the preservice teachers were aware of the fact that they did not consume water, carbon dioxide and minerals used during photosynthesis. It is seen that 60% of the preservice teachers had difficulty against distracter and fell into misconception by accepted the statement as correct This is also evident in the arithmetic mean o tained y the preservice teachers (x 1 59 n 4 th item, the primary goal of the photosynthesis reaction was questioned, and 37% of the preservice teachers identified the primary purpose of photosynthesis as producing nutrients and oxygen instead of energy conversion (the conversion of light energy into chemical energy). The mean score of preservice teachers obtained from the related item was determined as 1.57. In 8 th item, 56% of preservice teachers argue that plants cannot perform photosynthesis in the dark y neglecting dark stage reactions hen the arithmetic mean (x 1 46 of preservice teachers o tained from this item was examined, it was found that a fairly high level misconception was seen. Findings from 8 th item support with the statement in 9 th item. It appears that 47% of the preservice teachers in the expression at 9 th item by advocating plants are making photosynthesis during night and breathing during the day and ignore the dark phase reactions. The mean score of preservice teachers obtained from the related item was determined as 2.02. In 10 th item, it was determined that 44% of the preservice teachers were in misconception by claiming that the water was not generated during the photosynthesis. The score obtained by preservice teachers from the related item was determined as 1.99.
There appears to be close proportions between levels of scientific knowledge and misconception in 6 th and 7 th items. The status of the energy generated as a result of photosynthesis reactions was questioned in the expression at 6 th item and it was tried to determine whether preservice teachers were aware of the fact that this energy was again used during photosynthesis reactions. It was determined that 24% of the preservice teachers reported that the net energy generated after the photosynthesis reactions was not zero, and they were in misconception. The mean score obtained by preservice teachers from the related item was calculated as 1.78. In 7 th item, the effect of visible light on the speed of photosynthesis reactions was questioned, and 32% of the preservice teachers claimed that photosynthesis in the green light wavelength occurred much faster. The mean score of preservice teachers obtained from this item was 2.20. Table 7 was examined, it was found that there was a significant correlation between biological definition and biological reaction at 0.01 level (p = 0.000, p <0.01). According to this, it was determined that there was a moderate and positive relationship between the preservice teachers who made biologic definition and those who wrote biological reaction. When the relationship between preservice teachers who made chemical definition and those who wrote chemical reactions were examined, it was found that there was a meaningful relationship at 0.01 level (p = 0.000, p <0.01). According to this, it was determined that there was a very high level and positive relation between the preservice teachers who made chemical definition and those who wrote chemical reaction. Considering the direction and strength of the relationship between defining and reaction writing, it can be said that the perception of photosynthesis is considered in two dimensions, biologically and chemically.
The relationship between the perceptions of preservice teachers about photosynthesis and the misconceptions are examined and the findings are presented in Table 8 . Table 8 is examined, it was determined that there is a meaningful relationship between the levels of preservice teachers who made biological definition and the level of knowledge about photosynthesis in some items (I1, I2, I6, I7, I8, I9, I10). A positive correlation was found in I1, I2, I6, I7 and I10 and a negative correlation was found in I8 and I9. A high level of correlation (rI1 = 0.82, rI2 = 0.77, rI7 = 0.79) with knowledge levels in I1, I2 and I7 was found when a very high level of correlation (rI10 = 0.91) was found between the level of identification of the preservice teachers who made biological definition and the level of knowledge in item I10. There is a moderate correlation (rI6 = 0.67) between the level of identification of preservice teachers who made biological definition and the level of knowledge in item I6. It was determined that there is a negative correlation between the level of preservice teachers who made biological definition and I8 and I9 (rI8 = -0.31, rI9 = -0.35).
When Table 8 was examined, it was determined that there was a meaningful relationship between the levels of description about photosynthesis and the knowledge levels about present misconceptions (I1, I2, I7, I8, I9, I10). A positive correlation was found in I1, I2 and I7, while a negative correlation was found in I8, I9 and I10. A high correlation (rI2 = 0.71, rI7 = 0.74) with the knowledge levels of I2 and I7 items was determined when a very weak correlation (rI1 = 0.22) was found between the level of definition of preservice teachers who made chemical definition and the level of knowledge in item I1. There was a negative correlation between I8 and I9 (rI8 = -0.36, rI9 = -0.45) and a negative correlation with I10 (rI10 = -0.73).
Discussion and Conclusion
Findings from the PCAT show that preservice teachers exhibit two different approaches to the topic of photosynthesis; biological and chemical. Skribe Dimec and Strgar (2017) describe photosynthesis as a biochemical process, it is perceived as a chemical process by university students. Obtained findings also support this situation. Preservice teachers show more chemical approach both in the definition of photosynthesis and in the writing of reaction. Especially in the textbooks, the photosynthesis reaction is given as a chemical reaction through the net reaction, and students try to define photosynthesis as "reaction reading" helps students can be a reason for this. Moreover, the fact that photosynthesis is shown as an example of chemical change in chemistry lesson may be one of the reasons for this situation. Preservice teachers memorize the chemical reaction in the books and do not biologically make sense the subject of photosynthesis by taking the point that knowing the reaction of photosynthesis can be enough to describe photosynthesis and can not biologically make sense of it (Cokadar, 2012; Haslam & Treagust, 1987 , Tekkaya & Balci, 2003 Usak, Ozden & Eilks, 2011; Urey, et al. 2016 ). This situation also manifests itself with the lack of information and misconceptions that arise in the definitions made. When the definitions are examined, it is possible to come up with different definitions and reaction writings (Anderson, Sheldon &Dubay, 1990) , including scientific definitions, lack of information and misconceptions. Particularly, there are cases such as misstating of the reactants and products of the photosynthesis (Brown & Schwartz, 2009; SkribeDimec&Strgar, 2017) , reading the reaction reversely (Cakiroglu& Boone, 2002; Svandova, 2014; SasmazOren, et al, 2012) , writing the reaction as a reversible equilibrium reaction (Domingos-Grilo, et al, 2012; Sodervik, Virtanen &Mikkila-Erdmann, 2015) , and the absence of sunlight, chlorophyll and minerals which play an important role in the realization of the photosynthesis reaction (Urey, et al, 2016) . Preservice teachers with a biological approach write the photosynthesis reaction taking into consideration the chlorophyll pigment and sunlight that are effective in the reaction and taking water rates out of the reaction and none of the preservice teachers with chemical approach write photosynthesis reaction taking into account the water input and output and are mostly exposed to sunlight and chlorophyll pigment (see Table 4 ). This can be interpreted as a better interpretation of the photosynthesis reaction by preservice teachers with biological approach. Both arithmetic mean of preservice teachers who made biologic definition and wrote biologic reaction and the findings in Table 4 supports this situation. It is observed that the arithmetic mean of preservice teacher candidates with biological approach is much higher than preservice teachers with chemical approach. A similar situation arises in relation to misconceptions of teacher candidates who show biological and chemical approaches. When Table 8 is examined, it is seen that the relation of preservice teachers who made biologic definition with misconceptions is much more positive and stronger than the preservice teachers who made chemical definition. In other words, preservice teachers who made biological definitions at scientific knowledge level are less exposed to misconceptions in the literature. This may be due to the fact that preservice teachers who made biologic definition trying to make sense of the entire environmental and genetical factors involved in photosynthesis, rather than "reading the reaction," or trying to make sense of the factors by establishing relations between factors rather than memorizing them.
When the findings obtained from the analysis of the drawing question in PCAT are examined, it has been determined that preservice teachers include environmental and genetic factors that affect the speed of photosynthesis. Preservice teachers seem to focus more on environmental factors in particular This can e thought that preservice teachers' chemical approaches are much more dominant to photosynthesis topic. While preservice teachers define the concept of photosynthesis, their definition of "reaction reading" through photosynthesis reaction also shapes their thinking about the factors that affect the rate of photosynthesis. When the drawings of preservice teachers are examined, it is seen that preservice teachers take more meaningful factors such as carbon dioxide, water, oxygen, sunlight and chlorophyll amount in the photosynthesis reaction. This leads to the conclusion that preservice teachers are far from content knowledge and only understand the concept of photosynthesis by the apparent face. The concept of photosynthesis can be one of the reasons that many concepts such as physics, chemistry, ecology, plant anatomy, plant physiology, and energy conversion are needed to be related to each other in every dimension (Kose&Usak, 2006; Tekkaya&Balci, 2003; Waheed& Lucas, 1992) . To understand the concept of photosynthesis correctly, it can be very difficult to have a command of so many disciplines and basic concepts in this discipline. Even if you have a command of the related concepts, the effort to create a meaningful whole between these concepts can lead to overloading of information and resulting in misconceptions. The results obtained from the misconceptions used in the study supports this case. When examining the mean scores obtained from the misconceptions of the preservice teachers, it is seen that they have conceptual misconceptions in all items, especially in I8, I4, I3, I6, I10 and I9.
56% of preservice teachers that formed the sample of the study neglected the dark phase reactions and were found to have a misconception that photosynthesis would not continue overnight. Again in relation to this misconception, 47% of the preservice teachers were found that they advocated plants would photosynthesize during the day and respiration at night. Similarly, among the results of the study conducted by Gunes, et al. (2012) , there have some misconceptions about photosynthesis and respiration, such as "plants do respiration by making photosynthesis", "photosynthesis is the respiration that make during the day", "plants photosynthesize during the day, do respiration only at night". Many studies have also suggested that students describe respiration as gas exchange and that plants do respiration instead of photosynthesis in dark environments (Canal, 1999; Griffard, 2001; Keles & Kefeli, 2010; Krall, et al., 2009; Ozay & Oztas, 2003; Yenilmez & Tekkaya, 2006) . It is determined that 37% of the preservice teachers express that the main purpose in photosynthesis is to produce nutrients and oxygen, not energy conversion. This is due to the fact that the energy conversion is perceived as energy production in the definition of "conversion of light energy to chemical energy" for photosynthesis. In parallel with this misleading expression, 24% of the preservice teachers fall into misconceptions about the net energy production as a result of photosynthesis and suggest that energy releases as a result of photosynthesis (Barker & Carr, 1989; Gunes, et al, 2012; Sodervik, et al., 2015; Tekkaya & Balci, 2003; Urey, et al. 2016; Yenilmez&Tekkaya 2006 That preservice teachers participating in the research write "heat" concept at the end of the photosynthesis reaction supports this result.
It is found that most of the preservice teachers in the research (60%) expressed that plants used water from the soil and carbon dioxide as food source. This shows that words such as "nutrient" and "nutrition" are thought to with their meanings in everyday life besides their scientific uses (Cokadar, 2012; Marmaroti & Galanopoulou, 2006; Sasmaz Oren et al. 2012; Tekkaya & Balci, 2003) In particular, the perception of plants as fed from the soil through their roots opens up a pointless question of whether plants are autotrophic or heterotrophic (Domingos-Grilo, et al., 2012; Mintzes & Wandersee, 2005) . That preservice teachers' idea of food and oxygen may have formed y consuming water and car on dioxide by adhering to the reaction of photosynthesis may be a result of this case. However, plants are not nourished; they form nutrients through sunlight and chlorophyll from the nutrient contents. In other words, the main purpose of the photosynthesis is to convert the solar energy to chemical energy (SkribeDimec&Strgar, 2017) . This suggests that preservice teachers ignore and can not make sense the energy conversion and the role of chlorophyll in this transformation (Metioui, et al., 2016; Morowitz& Smith, 2007) .
It has been determined that only a small percentage of the preservice teachers (6%) ignored the photosynthetic bacteria and algae, and they had misconception that only high-structure plants can photosynthesize. This is due to the fact that the first thing that comes to mind with the concept of photosynthesis is the green plants (Cakiroglu& Boone, 2002; Ceken, 2014) . However, it is seen that some of the preservice teachers (18%) expressed that all living cells found in plants (root, stem, leaves are thought) can photosynthesize. It is also seen here that the preservice teachers cannot think photosynthesis would not be realized in the root by ignoring the necessity of solar light and chlorophyll pigment in living cells capable of photosynthesis.
Another misleading statement is that preservice teachers ignore the fact that plants reflect green light and suggest that photosynthesis will occur faster under green light. This situation is similar to the fact that the knowledge levels of "relationship between photosynthesis and light color" and "relationship between photosynthesis and leaf color" among the results of the studies performed by Sasmaz Oren, et al. (2012) are low. The presence of a large number of chlorophyll pigment, especially in the green parts of the plant, which is effective in photosynthesis, may have led to the formation of an idea such as faster photosynthesis in the green wavelength.
In order to reveal the relationship between the approaches of preservice teachers to the concept of photosynthesis and the misconceptions, it is first necessary to examine the relation between the definition of the concept of photosynthesis and the scores obtained from writing the photosynthesis reaction. Findings revealed that there is a positive and moderate relationship between the preservice teachers who made biologic definition and those who wrote biological reaction; there is a positive and very high level of relationship between preservice teachers who made chemical definition and those who wrote chemical reaction. In this case, it can be said that for both approaches, there is a positive and linear relationship between the level of description and the level of reaction writing. In other words, for both approaches, the more accurate the preservice teacher makes the definition, the more accurate the reaction is. Therefore, it was thought that it would be enough to take only one of the dimensions of definition or reaction writing to determine the relation of preservice teachers exhibiting biological and chemical approach to misconceptions. In this context, the relationship between the approaches of preservice teachers to the topic of photosynthesis and the misconceptions has been tried to be determined from the definition dimension.
It is seen that there is a more positive correlation between the preservice teachers with biological approach and misconceptions regarding the concept of photosynthesis. This can be interpreted as the fact that preservice teachers who define the concept of photosynthesis under the biological approach at the level of scientific knowledge have less conceptual misconceptions. When the relationship between preservice teachers who responded to the concept of photosynthesis and the misconceptions in the scientific knowledge level under the chemical approach is examined, it is seen that the dimension of the relationship is a medium and weak relationship. There is also a negative correlation in some misconception expressions (I3, I8, I9, I10). This suggests that preservice teachers with chemical approach to the concept of photosynthesis may be at variance in the concept, despite making scientific definitions. This may be due to the fact that preservice teachers try to define photosynthesis through chemical reactions of photosynthesis rather than to make sense the concept of photosynthesis.
